We have been developing the method for facial part recognition such as eyes, nose, mouth, etc. This paper pays attention especially to eye (iris) recognition by I lough transform.
Introduction
In usual cases, we can't sufficiently watch the eyes of our partners in the TV conference environment since our partner's face is displayed on the TV monitor not on the TV camera which is looking at our faces. Even in the case of the hand language communication, it is well known that almost all visual interests are focused on the face.18' This typical example suggests us a very important problem of human interface inherent at everywhere of the newly coming cyber social environments. Therefore, since human is likely to look at the face of his partner on TV monitor not at TV camera, he will usually fail to send his own eye-contact facial images to him. This paper is intended to cope with this essential problem. The basic idea of this paper to improve this fatal communication situation is to regenerate facial images by changing the direction of the irises in the same original facial images. Although many researches on facial image processing I" have been reported, there is no direct method to cope with this program in a similar way.
From almost the sarne aspect, some rescarchcs have been reported. ~a k a j i l n a~~' proposed a lr~ethod for correcting thc direction of the head to the 'T'V nlonitor by using stereo matching method. llseless to say. this method can not providc any itnprovctncnt to the eye-contact hutnan interface.
As well know11 tiom vision psychology [ ' I , in the traditional nietl~otl, it is not always comfortable for us to use half-mirror system between TV monitor1 camera and us as a human interface tool. And this system is relatively expensive and is not good in utility Ibl the natural human interface. Therefore we can't find I I~ same research until now. In this way, this paper will ~) i~w i d e an uniquc tcchnology for providing this kill(! 01' new human interfacc environment.
Figure I(a) shows the basic status for the necessity of first sharp changes is detected as the facial right and left this research. Although the person wants to put his positions. In the horizontal projection curve, a pair of eyes to contact to his partner on the monitor, his eye the locations of the first sharp changes is detected as the glance is likely to be out of the eye contact for his facial top and bottom positions. Preprocessing was partncr as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . In this paper, we especially developed by using the properties of the propose a method for generating the eye-contacted facial facial image. image by changing the direction of the irises as shown in Fie. I (c). In Chapter 2, a method for extracting face and facial parts lor111 the successive facial images is proposed by using image processing. Especially in Chaptcr 3, a method to recognize a pair of irises is developed by using t-lough transform for circle de~ection. In Chapter 4, a paradigm to regenerate a pair of irises in the successive facial images is introduced in terms of the simple geometrical relationship alrlong TV monitor, camera and testce.
In Chapter 5, the successive tnctliods to realize this idea by using image processing ilre proposed. The methods to segment whitelblack and eye-brim regions, to regenerate irises in the eye region of the gray facial image, and to control the direction of the irises are described in detail also wit11 the respective experimental results.
Extractio~; of Face
Facial region is detected by using thc projection oTtl~( binary imagc wl~icll is binarized by the thrcsholdin:, from the inptrl. gi,;iy facial image[J' . In the vcrlic;rl projection hi:ito!#~.;~l~~ (;iIrve, a pair of the locations vl'1ii1
Recognition of Irises by Hough Transform
A method for recognition of irises from the gray images is proposed by using Hough transform for circle detection. Several candidates of a pair of the irises were extracted at first by applying Hough transform for circle detection to the binary image. The binarization method was especially realized by [I] , [4] . The voting ranges of the parameter space (a,b,r) were limited to some extent in order to reduce the computation cost and to enforce the performance.
Parameters a and b indicate the center of iris. Parameter r indicates the radius of the iris. The best pair of the irises is detected from the candidates in accordance with the criteria standards, that the positional relation between left and right irises is horizontal and that the radius of the left equals to the right. Therefore the recognition procedure was prepared as follows:
Step I. Scl K as the threshold for the peak detection.
Step 2. Detect the coordinates of irises whose peak is greater than or equal to K. Stcp 3. Prcpare the list of all candidates of thc irises.
Stcp 4.
Choose the candidates pairs whose vet~ical diatarice is smaller than the threshold.
Stcp 5. Choose the candidates pairs from the list whose radius are equal.
Step (1. Anlong the rrst of thc list, extract a pair ol' right and left irises whose Iiorizontal distance is minimum.
The robustness of this algoritlir~, was 97% by using 30 facial images, and consequenlly it was known that the facial parts regions could be c?:l~.acted based on the location of the irises over 95% rcco::nition rate at worst by using 96 facial images. I'ipv1.c 3 shows an cxamp~e[ll .["I. 
Model of the Eye Contact
In order to model the situation of the TV conference environment shown in Fig. [(a) , the parameters R and r are specified for modeling the vertical relation between the TV camera and the monitor, and the parameter L is specified for the horizontal relation between them. This is depicted in Fig.4 .
In the beginning , let us imagine the iris moves from the coordinate ( x , , ,~, , ) extracted before to the new coordinate (x , ,y , ). This new coordinate (x , ,y , ) can be easily calculated by eq.(l) characterized with the parameters 0 and 0 indicating the spacial relationship among a person, camera and monitor.
In this expression, functions A x and f l y are designed to convert the parameter 0 to the number of the pixels in the facial image. 
. 2 Regeneration of the irises
The pixels (x,y) in the region for new iris are painted in black a t the region where the distance d between (XI, y~) and (x,y) is less t h a n or equal to the radius do. All pixels ( x ,~) within the contour of the eyelid are painted in white a t the region where the distance is greater t h a n or equal to r l . The black and white colors are decided a s follows: black = min {Fij I fij=l} white = max {Fij I fij=O} where Fij : gray value and fij : label value After this procedure, the final irises are regenerated by smoothing processing.
Experiments and Applications

Realizing Eye-contacted TV conference environment
We applied this system to the input facial image shown in Fig.6(a) , and t l~e l~ new facial image given in Fig.6(b) was provided ill such a way that the directions of the irises are slightly rnoved upward. Even though the details in the regenerated eyes given in Fig.6(b) seem not perfect, we can watch it naturally at the regenereted facial image shown in Fig.6 (b) especially in the movie demonstration.
Rcgcneration of Eye-Contacted Facial Image 5.1 Segmer~tation of the eye region
The center coordinate (xl, y,) and the radius 1.1 of the extractcd iris are utilized to regenerate the moved iris. Beforehand the eye regions are recognizetl by utilizing (a) input face (1)) regencratccl facial image the extracted eye center coordinate (xO,y,,). The eye
IGg.6 Experimental result
regions(the white of eyc. iris, skin and contour of the 7 Eye-camera system which does not eyelid) are extracted for both of eyes, and basing on the restrain the testee recognition results, thc ~:~ovcd iris is generated within Tllc principle of this Eye-Contact Camcl.ii system is the contour of the cyc:licl. Figure 5 show the cot~ticcted with the eye camera which doc!: !lot restrain procedures for recognizin:: :111d regenerating irises.
tlrr; tcstce's hcad. At present, the eyc ciltt~i:~.:~ with the head mouted goggles must be fixed on the head Figure 7 shows an experimental result. In this experiment, the resolution power of around A xlOmm and A y = l Omm was realized by means of the facial image with the size 640*480. This result was sufficient to acquire the visual information on where ~h c testce is looking at among the facial parts in facial caricaturing
Conclusio~l
In this paper, we have presented a mcthod to recognize irises from the facial image, and we have shown the possibility for realizing eye-contact camera system. Future problems are to improve the regeneration method of irises, to introduce the real time processsing method and to cope with the motion of the head and finally to improve a new eye-camera system which could reduce the constraints causccl by the head mouted goggle.
